
 

 

Belvedere Family Church: Missed this week's sermon? (Jan 29) 
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Missed this week's sermon? 

 

 
 

Here is the recording! 

 
 

Join us next week for A Year of Achievement! 

 

The Possibilities Series 

Sundays at 10am 

January 8 - February 19, 2023 

723 South Broadway 

Tarrytown, NY 10591 

 

 



Feedback on the most recent sermon:

ho hum 
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amazing! 

ho hum 
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amazing! 

Community Gathering Feedback Form
Please let us know any feedback about our Community Gathering (Sunday Service)! We read all 

feedback on a weekly basis and do our best to accommodate suggestions where possible. All 

questions optional!

Sincerely,

Community Gathering Leadership Team (Pastor Justin, Raoul Joseph, Kristine Learey, Charles 

Patterson, Kester Wilkening)

Your First and Last Name (optional)

Your answer

Your Email Address (optional)

Your answer

Typically the most important/useful question for improving the sunday experience:

Please share your comments or suggestions about our Community Gathering overall, this can

relate to any experience you've had so far. The more specific, the better, and positive or

constructive are both ok!

Additionally, Pastor Justin would love to know if there are any particular insights or lessons you

took away from today's sermon or prior sermons, so he can provide more of that in the future : )

Your answer

How would you rate today's sermon?

How would you rate today's music?



Yes

No

Other:

Yes

No
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Did you feel welcome at today's service?

Please elaborate a bit on your ratings. Is there anything else you would like to add?

Your answer

Would you like someone to respond to you about your submission? (If yes please make sure you

filled in the email address field above)

Submit Clear form




